
 

Arozzi Arena , Straight, Metal, Red, 80
kg, 1600 mm, 820 mm

1600x820x810mm - Heigh adjustable - cable management

Group Furniture

Manufacturer Arozzi

Manufacturer item no. ARENA-RED

EAN/UPC 0769498677605

Description
Gaming takes center stage in Arozzi’s Arena–the all new gaming desk. 

 Its huge 14 square feet (1.31 sq. meters) of rock solid surface and custom
mouse pad to cover the full space liberates you to game with new intensity. 

 Arena is a completely new design, developed by our Swedish design team
with gamers to maximize play and comfort. The 160cm (5’ 3”) width allows for
three large monitors to envelop you in the game environment. The 82 cm (2’ 8
¼”) depth gives you a huge field of play for your mouse, keyboard or other
devices. And it all fits cleanly thanks to Arena’s unique cable management
scheme. 

  
Arena’s use of high density, solid construction materials means that gamers
will have a stable, placid surface to work with allowing for lightning fast
responses and comfort. The customized mouse pad covers 100% of the
surface and adheres tightly to the desktop with special materials. The
substantial all-metal base supports it all firmly and is user adjustable for
height, further enhancing comfort. 

  
The Arena has a myriad of other features which show the careful attention to
detail of Arozzi’s Swedish design team and their immersion into the needs of
gamers around the world. Those features include the design of the custom
mouse pad which has a microfiber cloth surface which is water-resistant and
machine washable. The mousepad’s edges are stitched and the pad is 5 mm
thick to maximize user comfort. Finally, the whole mousepad weighs an
impressive seven pounds (3.2 kg) which together with the non-slip underside
means it is impervious to any random movement over the surface. 

  
Arena is available in five attractive colors to suit the tastes or needs of any
gamer; red, blue, green, white and black. Finally, once assembled Arena is
extremely solid and stable. Prior to assembly the desk top and frame are
divided into three sections to fit into packaging that is easily transportable by
package couriers such as UPS, DHL, etc

Main features
General

Type Straight



 

Frame material Metal

Product colour Red

Width 1600 mm

Depth 820 mm

Height 810 mm

Extended details
Design

Type Straight

Frame material Metal

Product colour Red

Keyboard tray N

Maximum weight capacity 80 kg

Weight & dimensions

Width 1600 mm

Depth 820 mm

Height 810 mm

Weight 38.8 kg

Package weight 54.4 kg

 

 

 


